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1.For teachers in grades K-12: please note: for eLearning, the district expectation is that 
lesson plans are in the "Announcements" section of Canvas and/or emailed to parents via 
Groupwise or RDS email.

2.For all staff: please note regarding students whose iPads go home in grades 7-12, 
and grades 5-6 at LEEL: in order to use the Internet properly, students must first sign 
in to the blue rocket Lightspeed app, seen on the right.  This is our Lightspeed filter.  
Without signing in, the Internet will not work properly.

3.For all staff and students with iPads: Do you know about some of the new 
battery-saving features of iOS9?  Inside settings is ‘Low Power Mode’, which, when 
activated, will disable things that eat up battery such as background app refresh, 
notifications, automatic downloads…etc. Whenever the iPad’s 
battery is very low, Lower Power Mode will be automatically 
enabled.  Another feature is that iOS 9 now provides you 
with detailed information of how much battery each 
app is using together with how much time you were using each 
app so you can disable apps that you don’t use...  Read more 
about the other iOS9 features here: What's new with iOS9

4.For all K-12 Teachers and Administrators: With such a mild winter, but yet a bit of 
snow recently, we would like to remind everyone that the EACS Teacher Professional 
Development Course in Canvas has 70+ tutorials on Canvas itself, Pearson, Compass 
Odyssey, eLearning, WebDAV, McGraw-Hill, and Apps used in the classroom.  All are 
accessible via any computer with your EACS login.  You can jump to the 
course here:  EACS Teacher PD Course in Canvas

5. Excellence in Education: Do you know Mitchell Locke?  Mitchell is the 
Building Technician for the Woodlan K-12 building and for New Haven 
Intermediate School, and has worked for EACS for about 17 months.  
Mitchell is a 2014 graduate of Leo High School, and is currently enrolled at 
IPFW, working on his BS in Information Technology.

Fun technology fact: Researchers at Southampton University (UK) have 
improved upon a process first announced four years ago, whereby laser pulses are used to 
inscribe binary data on nano-structured quartz crystals. Back in early 2012, the slivers were 
capable of storing 40 MB per square inch – about the same as 
a CD – for a period of 300 million years. Recent 
breakthroughs have raised those numbers to 360 terabytes of 
data for up to 13 billion years.  The quartz glass discs are 
incredibly resilient, being waterproof, and able to withstand 
heat up to 1000 degrees Fahrenheit or the deep cold of 
interstellar space.
Read more of the article here: Unlimited storage quartz 
crystals article

http://www.apple.com/ios/whats-new/
https://eacs.instructure.com/courses/6986/modules
http://www.androidauthority.com/5d-digital-data-quartz-crystal-storage-673770/

